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Violations of locality in polarization-correlation measurements with phase shifters 
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Two-photon polarization-correlation measurements have been performed in order to test local realism 

under conditions in which the two photons pass through quarter-wave plates before reaching the polar
izers. The motivation for this experiment is the fact that two previous experiments with quarter-wave 
plates preceding the polarizers failed to observe statistically significant violations of locality [J. F. 
Clauser, Nuovo Cimento 338, 740 (1976); A. J. Duncan, H. Kleinpoppen, and Z. A. Sheikh, in Bell's 

Theorem and the Foundations of Modern Physics, edited by A. van der Merwe, F. Selleri, and G. Tarozzi 
(World Scientific, Singapore, 1992), p. 161]. We find that the Clauser-Horne type of Bell inequality is 
violated by about 40 standard deviations. Possible reasons for the failure of earlier experiments are dis
cussed. 

PACS number(s}: 03.65.Bz, 12.20.Fv 

I. INTRODUCfION 

Violations of locality, or local realism, in two-photon 
polarization-correlation experiments have now been 
demonstrated many times with different sources, usually 
by showing that a Bell inequality is violated, and the ex
istence of the phenomenon is hardly in doubt [1-6]. 
There are, however, at least two published examples of 
experiments whose results are somewhat strange and ap
pear to contradict the foregoing [7,8]. One is an experi
ment by Clauser in which a mercury atomic cascade 
served as a two-photon source [7], and the other is an ex
periment by Duncan, Kleinpoppen, and Sheikh based on 
the two-photon decay of metastable hydrogen [8]. Both 
experiments are distinguished by the fact that each pho
ton passes through a quarter-wave plate before en
countering a linear polarizer and a photodetector, and 
neither experiment results in a clear violation of a Bell in
equality. Below, we present an analysis of an experiment 
of this type, which suggests that the anomalous results 
may be attributable to imperfections in the quarter-wave 
plates that were used to produce circular polarization, as 
was also suggested by Clauser. 

We have recently reported on a polarization
correlation experiment with a combination of down con
verter and beam splitter serving as a two-photon source 
[9,10], in which local realism was found to be violated. 
By inserting a circular polarizer in each photon channel 
before the linear polarizer and photodetector, we are in a 
position to more or less repeat the interference experi
ments of Clauser and of Duncan, Kleinpoppen, and 
Sheikh. We present the results of such an experiment. 
Unlike previous workers, we find an unambiguous viola
tion of locality by about 40 standard deviations in the ex
periment. 

II. THEORY OF THE EXPERIMENT 

We consider the idealized experimental situation illus
trated in Fig. 1. Two signal and idler photons emitted 
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simultaneously in the process of parametric down conver
sion from a nonlinear crystal of LiI03, which is optically 
pumped in the uv, emerge with similar polarizations from 
the crystal with type I phase matching. An optical rota
tor R inserted in the idler beam makes the two polariza
tions orthogonal. The two photons impinge from oppo
site sides on the beam splitter BS at near normal in
cidence and mixed beams leave the BS almost in opposite 
directions in arms 1 and 2. Each of the two beams passes 
first through a phase plate Q that can be used to produce 
circular polarizations, then through a linear polarizer P 
set to some adjustable polarization angle e, and then to a 
photodetector D. 

It has been shown [11] that the state of the photon pair 
just past the BS ideally can be expressed in the form 

I'll) ='Tx 7;,11 )Ix 11 )2y +:Rx:R� 11 >lyll)2>: 

+'Tx:R�ll) Ix 11)Iy +:Rx Ty l l)2x 11)2y (1) 

Pump laser 

FIG. 1. Outline of the experiment for testing local realism by 
polarization-correlation measurements. 
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(5) Here 11 > fA. is a one-photon state of polarization A in arm 
j (j= 1,2 and A=x,y),:RA. TA are the complex reflectivity 
and transmissivity of the beam splitter for A-polarized 
light incident from one direction and:R� TA from the oth
er. If It Ix,lt Iy are photon annihilation operators for the 
x-polarization component and the y-polarization com
ponent of the field in arm 1, and ll2x,llly are the corre
sponding operators in arm 2, and if the phase plates are 
rotated through angles XI,Xl relative to the (x,y) coordi
nate systems for the two arms, then the fields emerging 
from the two phase plates can be represented by 

where the ct>'s are any phase shifts characterizing the two 
phase plates. 

Finally, if 01,02 are the polarization angles correspond
ing to the settings of the two (perfect) linear polarizers, 
then the fields falling on the two photodetectors can be 
represented by 

At =,Alxcos(81-Xl)+,Alysin(01-X2) , (6) 

A2 =.AzxcOS(82-XZ)+.Azysin(81-X2) . (7) 

,Atx=(lttxCOSXl+lltysinXt)ei<PIX, (2) 
(3) 

(4) 

We may now calculate the joint probability 'P 11 of two 
photon detections by the two photodetectors, given the 
presence of one photon in each arm. If transmission or 
reflection at the beamsplitter is a random process, then 

(8) 

where the denominator is the probability of one photon in each arm according to Eq. (1), and al,a2 are the two detector 
quantum efficiencies. From Eqs. (2) to (8) we readily obtain 

'PtZ«()t, 82)=ala21 Az Al 11/1 > 12 I( ITx 121 Ty 12+ l:Rx Ill:Ry 12) 

- . Icr C7"' [ (8 ) «() ) . i(</1IX+</12X) • «() ) . «() ) . H</1ly+</12Y) -ala2 Lx l y cos I-Xl cos 2-Xl cosXlsmX2e -sm I-Xl sm 2-XZ smXlcosX2e 

+:R x:R�[ cos( ()l -Xl )cos( ()2 -X2)sinx tcosxle H</1lx +</12X) "":sin(81 --.:. Xl )sin( ()2 -X2 )cosX lsinX2e ;<</11 y+<P2Y) 

-cos( ()l -X 1 )sin( 82 -X2)sinx IsinXze i(</1IX+</12Y) 

+sin«()1-Xl)Cos(82-X2)COSXlCOSX2/(</11y-</12X)] r I( ITx 121Ty12+ IRx 121Ry 12) . 

With the help of the reciprocity relations for a beam splitter [12], 
:R� 'G*+R;Ty=O 
1 'G 1 = I Ty I, I:R� I = I:R y I , 

with the substitutions 
<PIy-<PIX=<Pl , 
<P2Y-<PZX =<P2 

(9) 

(10) 

(1 1) 

and with the assumption that there is no need to distinguish between Tx and Ty and between R x and R y at near nor
mal incidence, this simplifies further and we have 

'P12(8I,()2)=ala2 jl TF[coS(81-Xl )COS(82 -Xl)cosXlsinXz-sin(81-Xl )Sin«()2-XZ)SinXICOSX2e ;(</11 +</12) 

+cos( ()l -X 1 )sin( ()2 -X2)COSX lCOSX2e i<P2_sin( ()l -X 1 )cos( ()2 -X2)SinX lsinX2e i</1l ] 

- IR 12[ cos( ()l-X 1 )COS(82 -X2)SinXICOSX2 -sin(81-X 1 )sin( ()2 -X2)COSX lsinX2e i(</1I+</12) 

-cos(81-Xl)sin(82-X2)sinXlsinX2/<P2+sin(8I-Xl)Cos(82-X2)COSXlcOSX2e i</1l] 1
2 

I( IT I4+ IRI4) . 
(12) 
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Finally, we consider a 50%:50% beam splitter with I Tlz=-}= I Ji  12 and we let the phase plates be positioned symme
trically withXl=X=X2' Then Eq. (12) reduces to 

1'12(81,02)=-}ala2 I cos(01-x)sin(02-x)e i.pz-sin(OI-X)cos(Oz-x)e i.pllz . (13) 

From Eq. (13) we immediately find (e==o+'IT /2) 

1'12(81' -)=1'12(01, 0z) + 1'12((Jl' 02) 
=-}alazlcos(8l-x)sin( O2 -x)e ;.pZ-sin( °1 -X)COS(02 -x)e ;.p112 

+-}ala2I cos(01-X)COS(02-x)ei.pZ+sin(01-x)sin(02-x)e i4>112=-}ala2 , (14) 

and similarly 1'12( -,(2)=-}alaZ, which implies that the 
photon in each arm is unpolarized. From this it follows 
that the probability for the detection of one photon in 
each arm is given by 

as expected. Hence 

1'12(81, (2) 
1'd-,-) 

=-}I Cos(81-x)sin(82 -X)/4>z 

-sin(01-x)cos(02-x)ei1>112 

(15 ) 

(16) 

is the joint probability of detection normalized to the sub
space of measured coincidences, given imperfect detec
tors. The probability is exactly the same for perfect 
detectors, if we are allowed to make the random (fair) 
sampling assumption, which has been shown to be con
sistent with numerous measurements. 

It is worth noting that for two identical phase plates 
with <PI = <P2=<P, Eq. (16) reduces to 

(17) 

which is of the usual form for a system exhibiting viola
tions of locality. This result is independent of <P and X 
and is exactly the same as if the two phase plates were 
not there at all. In general, however, P12(01,02) depends 
separately on 01 and °2, 

fiI. TESTS OF THE BELL INEQUALITY 

We shall make use of the Clauser-Horne type of Bell 
inequality for a system obeying local realism, which can 
be expressed in the form [13] 

S ==P12(81,OZ)-P li(8I'O;)-P 12(8!,02)-P12(Ol,6;) � 0 , 
(18) 

whenever the single channel probabilities P1((Jl),P2((JZ) 
are equivalent to the joint probabilities 
P 12(°1, -),P 12( -, (2), respectively. This is certainly true 
for perfect detectors and it is true more generally if the 
fair sampling assumption is valid, so that the subensem
ble of detected photon pairs is representative of the whole 

ensemble of photon pairs. Here 0l' 0;, Oz, 0; are any four 
polarization angles, and 0== ° + 'IT /2 is the polarization 
orthogonal to 0. With the particular choice 

01 =00 , 
0z = 3'IT /8 + 00 , 
OJ. = 3'IT /4+ 00 , 
0; = 'IT /8 + 00 , 

(19) 

and P12(Ol,02)-given by Eq. (17), Eq. (18) yields the re
sult 

1 1 S=--+- :::::0 .207 
2 V2 (20) 

for all angles <P, X, and 0o, and this represents the greatest 
possible violation of the Bell inequality (18). It is not 
difficult to show from the more general relation (16) that 

1 1 s= -2+ 
2V2 

(1 +cos(<P2-<PI)] , (21) 

when <Pl=F<P2' which again violates the inequality so long 
as 11>2-<PI 1 < 66", and again does not depend on X. On 
the other hand, if <Pl=F<P2 but 1 TI 2=f=IJif, it can be shown 
from Eq. (12) that S depends on X also in general. 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

We have tested the validity of the inequality (18) by 
measuring the two-photon coincidence rate R12(01,OZ) 
with detectors Dl and D2 (see Fig. 1), which, after sub
traction of accidental coincidences, is proportional to 
P12(8!,02)' We use the relations 

P12(81,02)=Rt2(01,02)/R( -, - ) , 

where 

R( -, -)=R lZ(01,02)+ R t2(01,02) 

+ R 12(Ol,02)+ R 12(01)02) 
=R t2(01, -)+ R 12(°1, -) 

(22) 

=RI2(-,02)+RI2(-,e2)' (23) 

The polarization angles 01,02 were adjusted, not by ro
tating the polarizer itself, but rather by rotating a half-
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wave plate in front of each polarizer by 81 /2,82/2. This 
ensured two things; (a) that the light falling on the photo
detectors always had the same polarization as 81,82 are 
varied and (b) that the beam was not deviated from mea
surement to measurement by the optically thick beam
splitting polarizers. Measurements of the parameter S 
were made for various values of X from 0 to 1T /4 as 
shown in the plot of Fig. 2. The values of X represent 
projections of the state onto polarization bases ranging 
from linear to circular. 

The experimental results were obtained with a nomi
nally 50%:50% BS, with Xl =X=X2 to an accuracy of 
0.10 and with nominally identical quarter-wave plates (Ql 
and Q2)' The angles 8 are those given by Eq. (19) for the 
special case 80=0, and they were also set to an accuracy 
of O. 1°. It can be seen that S is positive and that the larg
est value S =0 allowed by local realism is exceeded by 
each data point by about 40 standard deviations; it is ex
ceeded by the average of all points by 100 standard devia
tions. 

To a first approximation, S is independent of X, as ex
pected from Eq. (20). However, we also found that some 
dependence on X may show up when the phase plates are 
translated at right angles to the light beams, so that the 
light passes through a different part of the plate. This is 
probably due to imperfections of the phase plates, and we 
suspect an effect of this sort may be at least partly re
sponsible for some of the difficulties experienced in previ
ous attempts to test local realism with this combination 
of polarizers and phase plates [7,8]. As our data points 
fall below the maximum value of 0.207 given by Eq. (20), 
it is possible that the phase plates Q l' Q2 may not have 
had the same phase delay. But in that case, PI2(81,82) 
would depend upon X rather than being constant as we 
found in the course of our measurements. It is also possi-
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FIG. 2. Experimental results for the parameter S and its 
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